Curious
Private
Citizens
Visit Hospitals and Find
Empty Emergency Rooms
People who question the mainstream media’s claims of hospitals
looking like war zones due to floods of people infected and
dying from the coronavirus have filmed scenes at hospitals
that appear empty, as though the narrative has been invented.
Other facilities have claimed to be overrun with people who
want to be tested for the virus, but most testing stations
also are empty.
New York City
Phyllis and William Mack Pavilion Hospital in Manhattan: One
man in the emergency room, refrigerated truck on hand, but
nothing going on. Bellevue Hospital: Looks empty from the
street view. Kings County Hospital: 10 people standing around,
but not busy. Brooklyn Hospital: not crowded, despite media
claims to the contrary. No lines or chaos. Emergency ward in
Jamaica Hospital: full and had people waiting; important to
know that this hospital provides discount and free services to
‘underserved’ low-income community and is always busy. Waiting
time is usually 4 to 5 hours, as seen from Yelp reviews. (Note
that hospital information ends at 7:20 and then there is a
commercial that can be skipped).
Seattle
Man in Seattle shows that there is no one one in the Multicare
Medical Center emergency waiting room except the security
guard. He returned two weeks later and the waiting room was
still empty with only a few people milling about.

Hawaii
Youtuber Jason Jones confronted Donna Schmidt, the CEO of
Urgent Care Hawaii, who claimed that the medical facilities
were overwhelmed by coronavirus testing requests, but when he
visited an urgent care location, it was empty. She tried to
knock the journalist’s phone out of his hand while he was
filming.
Link for news story featuring Donna Schmidt, the CEO of Urgent
Care Hawaii, stating that the facilities were overrun with
people requesting tests.
Kentucky
Norton East Hospital and Baptist East Hospital, both in
Louisville, Kentucky had empty emergency rooms. University of
Louisville Hospital was also empty in the waiting area.
Washington State
Trios Hospital in Kennewick, Washington had a completely empty
parking lot.
Germany
A German journalist visited Virchow Hospital in Berlin, where
another hospital told him all of the coronavirus patients
would be treated, and instead of finding a media-hyped
emergency situation due to a deluge of coronavirus patients,
he found the emergency room empty.

Trump Calls For Additional
$2-Trillion
Bailout
In
Phase-4 Stimulus
After signing the record-breaking $6.2-trillion Coronavirus
Stimulus Act over the weekend, President Trump called for an
additional $2-trillion spending in the upcoming ‘phase 4’
coronavirus stimulus. US agencies say they need $600-billion
of the pie.
President Trump has called for $2 trillion in infrastructure
spending in the upcoming ‘phase 4’ coronavirus stimulus.
“With interest rates for the United States being at ZERO, this
is the time to do our decades long awaited Infrastructure
Bill. It should be VERY BIG & BOLD, Two Trillion Dollars, and
be focused solely on jobs and rebuilding the once great
infrastructure of our Country! Phase 4,” Trump tweeted on
Tuesday.
As we noted earlier, Congressional Democrats and the White
House have been compiling their lists of what they say is
needed in the next package.
Prime among them is “our infrastructure needs,” according to
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who told MSNBC on Tuesday that
“Many more people are teleworking, or tele-educating or really
communicating with family and friends.”
“There are infrastructure needs that our country has that
directly relate to how we are proceeding with the coronavirus.
Many more people are teleworking, or tele-educating or really
communicating with family and friends,” said Pelosi, according
to te Washington Times.
In an interview Tuesday with MSNBC, Pelosi said negotiators

had already agreed that “everything will be specific to the
coronavirus” in the next round of legislation and that it
wouldn’t become a “wish list.”
In an interview with the New York Times published on Monday,
Pelosi indicated that another possible move was getting rid
of the limit on state and local tax deductions, or SALT, that
was part of the 2017 tax overhaul and affects California,
Pelosi’s home state, and New York. –Bloomberg (via Yahoo!)
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) says
Pelosi’s SALT plan is “a nonstarter.”
“Millionaires don’t need a new tax break as the federal
government spends trillions of dollars to fight a pandemic,”
said spokesman Michael Zona.
Also being pushed by Pelosi is a vote-by-mail system amid the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
“In terms of the elections, I think that we will probably be
moving to vote by mail,” she told MSNBC‘s “Morning Joe” on
Tuesday, adding that it’s a “reality of life” now.
Read full article here…

Congressman
called
‘Most
Hated Man in Washington’
Stands Alone Against Bailout
Thomas Massie explains that the Coronavirus stimulus bill is
the largest wealth transfer in human history and would make
Roman emperors blush. $6-trillion divided by US population
means each family will pay $60,000. $1,200 given back to
taxpayers is “cheese” in the trap. Most of the money will go
to banks and large corporations with political influence.
Massie says the House avoided a recorded vote because they
fear being booted out of office in future elections if it
could be proved they voted for the bill. This is a long
interview but is packed with inside glimpses of how corrupt
Congress has become. -GEG

Economic Crisis Caused by
Politicians and Bankers Being
Blamed
on
Covid-19.
How

Convenient!
Jerry Day explains why the tests for coronavirus are
worthless. The tests have been used on dead people to create
false death statistics. Day points to the real crisis, which
is economic, caused by debt and policies of the banking cartel
called the Federal Reserve. -GEG
VIDEO REMOVED FROM YOUTUBE
NEW LINK:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YmZXGyrd8UuI/
The following is from a medical forum. The writer, who is a
widely respected professional scientist in the US, prefers to
stay anonymous, because presenting any narrative different
than the official one can cause you a lot of stress in the
toxic environment caused by the scam which surrounds COVID-19
these days. – Julian Rose
***
I work in the healthcare field. Here’s the problem, we are
testing people for any strain of a Coronavirus. Not
specifically for COVID-19. There are no reliable tests for a
specific COVID-19 virus. There are no reliable agencies or
media outlets for reporting numbers of actual COVID-19 virus
cases. This needs to be addressed first and foremost. Every
action and reaction to COVID-19 is based on totally flawed
data and we simply can not make accurate assessments.
This is why you’re hearing that most people with COVID-19 are
showing nothing more than cold/flu like symptoms. That’s
because most Coronavirus strains are nothing more than
cold/flu like symptoms. The few actual novel Coronavirus cases
do have some worse respiratory responses, but still have a
very promising recovery rate, especially for those without
prior issues.

The ‘gold standard’ in testing for COVID-19 is laboratory
isolated/purified coronavirus particles free from any
contaminants and particles that look like viruses but are not,
that have been proven to be the cause of the syndrome known as
COVID-19 and obtained by using proper viral isolation methods
and controls (not the PCR that is currently being used or
Serology /antibody tests which do not detect virus as such).
PCR basically takes a sample of your cells and amplifies any
DNA to look for ‘viral sequences’, i.e. bits of non-human DNA
that seem to match parts of a known viral genome.
The problem is the test is known not to work.
It uses ‘amplification’ which means taking a very very tiny
amount of DNA and growing it exponentially until it can be
analyzed. Obviously any minute contaminations in the sample
will also be amplified leading to potentially gross errors of
discovery.
Additionally, it’s only looking for partial viral sequences,
not whole genomes, so identifying a single pathogen is next to
impossible even if you ignore the other issues.
The New Coronavirus Outbreak, COVID-19, Sounds Menacing and Is
The Mickey Mouse test kits being sent out to hospitals, at
best, tell analysts you have some viral DNA in your cells.
Which most of us do, most of the time. It may tell you the
viral sequence is related to a specific type of virus – say
the huge family of coronavirus. But that’s all. The idea these
kits can isolate a specific virus like COVID-19 is nonsense.
And that’s not even getting into the other issue – viral load.
If you remember the PCR works by amplifying minute amounts of
DNA. It therefore is useless at telling you how much virus you
may have. And that’s the only question that really matters
when it comes to diagnosing illness. Everyone will have a few
virus kicking round in their system at any time, and most will
not cause illness because their quantities are too small. For

a virus to sicken you you need a lot of it, a massive amount
of it. But PCR does not test viral load and therefore can’t
determine if it is present in sufficient quantities to sicken
you.
If you feel sick and get a PCR test any random virus DNA might
be identified even if they aren’t at all involved in your
sickness which leads to false diagnosis.
And coronavirus are incredibly common. A large percentage of
the world human population will have covi DNA in them in small
quantities even if they are perfectly well or sick with some
other pathogen.
Do you see where this is going yet? If you want to create a
totally false panic about a totally false pandemic – pick a
coronavirus.
They are incredibly common and there’s tons of them. A very
high percentage of people who have become sick by other means
(flu, bacterial pneumonia, anything) will have a positive
PCR test for covi even if you’re doing them properly and
ruling out contamination, simply because covis are so common.
There are hundreds of thousands of flu and pneumonia victims
in hospitals throughout the world at any one time.
All you need to do is select the sickest of these in a single
location – say Wuhan – administer PCR tests to them and claim
anyone showing viral sequences similar to a coronavirus (which
will inevitably be quite a few) is suffering from a ‘new’
disease.
Since you already selected the sickest flu cases a fairly high
proportion of your sample will go on to die.
You can then say this ‘new’ virus has a CFR higher than the
flu and use this to infuse more concern and do more tests
which will of course produce more ‘cases’, which expands the

testing, which produces yet more ‘cases’ and so on and so on.
Before long you have your ‘pandemic’, and all you have done is
use a simple test kit trick to convert the worst flu and
pneumonia cases into something new that doesn’t actually
exist.
Read full article here…

